Milford Commercial Club Minutes
8-8-2018
In place of a regular Thursday meeting, a “member mixer was held on a Wednesday evening. Members
present were: Chris Hinshaw, Brenda Harmon, Beth Henson, Sharon Mayer, Russ Mitchell, Dawn Powell,
Mike and Bobbi Schmelling, Heidi Pearson, Tim Kinnetz, Kirb Walters, Jackie Brevik, Abby Horsmen, Erin
Rolisten, Jennifer Youngsten,Bret Robinson, Mindy and Travis Schuette.
The Secretary’s report was corrected to indicate that beth suggested a member ad border and then
approved : First by Bobbi and Second by Jackie.
The Treasurers report was tabled until Pioneer Day bills arrive.
Russ Mitchell was introduced as our new employee taking Dawn’s place. He has been with the Dickinson
County news for many years.
MCC has a total of 113 members to date.
A recap of Pioneer Days indicates that it was very successful with some monies being made. Many
thanks to the sponsors and volunteers. It was noted that next year and beyond there need to be a
cleanup crew.
Members who have signed up can attend the first Holiday Fantasy meeting on Mon. night August 20 at
5:15 in Sharon’s office at St. Joseph. You are encouraged to bring ideas to share.
A new write up for Milford is being proposed by Tim Kinnetz for the Resource guide and Chamber
magazine. He thinks Jill Harms should look at it to promote all of the good things Milford offers. She will
do this in exchange for a membership. Ads around the write up will sell for $100.
Do we want to advertise with the Boosters? Last year we spent $450between membership and ad. This
year it was proposed by Dawn that we only do the $250 membership. Seconded by Jackie. Passed.
Chris H. mentioned that the MCC building needs some updating like roof and patching holes, etc.
Kirb mentioned that the downtown area could have been cleaned up better (weed control, mowing)
before our big town celebration. Businesses should be asked to keep things trimmed up and neat.
Tim Kinnetz motioned to adjourn. Second ?

Submitted by Sharon Mayer
Secretay, MCC

